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			Kai is passionate about finding the perfect outdoor gear.  His extensive product knowledge, paired with his love for researching the latest innovations, makes him a treasure trove of advice for outdoor enthusiasts.



He's dedicated to helping you choose the right gear, ensuring your adventures are safe and satisfying.	 


September 26, 2023 / Reading time: 1 minute
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	 Jodie Richards


			
		

	

	Jodie, with a knack for selecting the finest outdoor products, is your trusted guide to equip your adventures. Her love for outdoor pursuits and meticulous research ensure her articles are not only informative but also packed with creative insights.



Whether you're a newbie or a seasoned adventurer, Jodie's expertise will make your outdoor experience a memorable one.



















































	 This is why you can trust us



	Learn more







We adhere to editorial integrity are independent and thus not for sale. The article may contain references to products of our partners. Here's an explanation of how we make money.






	Why you can trust us



×


	Outdoors Magazine was founded in 2003 and has a long track record of helping people make smart decisions. We have built this reputation for many years by helping our readers with everyday questions and decisions. We have helped thousands of readers find answers.



	Outdoors Magazine follows an established editorial policy. Therefore, you can assume that your interests are our top priority. Our editorial team is composed of qualified professional editors and our articles are edited by subject matter experts who verify that our publications, are objective, independent and trustworthy.



	Our content deals with topics that are particularly relevant to you as a recipient - we are always on the lookout for the best comparisons, tips and advice for you.











	Editorial integrity



×


	Outdoors Magazine operates according to an established editorial policy. Therefore, you can be sure that your interests are our top priority. The authors of Outdoors Magazine research independent content to help you with everyday problems and make purchasing decisions easier. 


	Our principles


Your trust is important to us. That is why we work independently. We want to provide our readers with objective information that keeps them fully informed. Therefore, we have set editorial standards based on our experience to ensure our desired quality. 
Editorial content is vetted by our journalists and editors to ensure our independence. We draw a clear line between our advertisers and editorial staff. Therefore, our specialist editorial team does not receive any direct remuneration from advertisers on our pages.


Editorial independence


You as a reader are the focus of our editorial work. The best advice for you - that is our greatest goal. We want to help you solve everyday problems and make the right decisions. 
To ensure that our editorial standards are not influenced by advertisers, we have established clear rules. 
Our authors do not receive any direct remuneration from the advertisers on our pages. You can therefore rely on the independence of our editorial team. 











	How we earn money



×


How can we earn money and stay independent, you ask? We'll show you. Our editors and experts have years of experience in researching and writing reader-oriented content.
Our primary goal is to provide you, our reader, with added value and to assist you with your everyday questions and purchasing decisions.

You are wondering how we make money and stay independent. We have the answers. Our experts, journalists and editors have been helping our readers with everyday questions and decisions for over many years. We constantly strive to provide our readers and consumers with the expert advice and tools they need to succeed throughout their life journey.



	Outdoors Magazine follows a strict editorial policy, so you can trust that our content is honest and independent. Our editors, journalists and reporters create independent and accurate content to help you make the right decisions. The content created by our editorial team is therefore objective, factual and not influenced by our advertisers.



We make it transparent how we can offer you high-quality content, competitive prices and useful tools by explaining how each comparison came about. This gives you the best possible assessment of the criteria used to compile the comparisons and what to look out for when reading them. Our comparisons are created independently of paid advertising.



Outdoors Magazine is an independent, advertising-financed publisher and comparison service. We compare different products with each other based on various independent criteria.


If you click on one of these products and then buy something, for example, we may receive a commission from the respective provider. However, this does not make the product more expensive for you. We also do not receive any personal data from you, as we do not track you at all via cookies. The commission allows us to continue to offer our platform free of charge without having to compromise our independence. 


		Whether we get money or not has no influence on the order of the products in our comparisons, because we want to offer you the best possible content. Independent and always up to date. Although we strive to provide a wide range of offers, sometimes our products do not contain all information about all products or services available on the market. However, we do our best to improve our content for you every day.
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	Outdoors Magazine follows an established editorial policy. Therefore, you can assume that your interests are our top priority. Our editorial team is composed of qualified professional editors and our articles are edited by subject matter experts who verify that our publications, are objective, independent and trustworthy.



	Our content deals with topics that are particularly relevant to you as a recipient - we are always on the lookout for the best comparisons, tips and advice for you.
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	Outdoors Magazine operates according to an established editorial policy. Therefore, you can be sure that your interests are our top priority. The authors of Outdoors Magazine research independent content to help you with everyday problems and make purchasing decisions easier. 
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Your trust is important to us. That is why we work independently. We want to provide our readers with objective information that keeps them fully informed. Therefore, we have set editorial standards based on our experience to ensure our desired quality. 
Editorial content is vetted by our journalists and editors to ensure our independence. We draw a clear line between our advertisers and editorial staff. Therefore, our specialist editorial team does not receive any direct remuneration from advertisers on our pages.


Editorial independence
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We have compared products in the section “Msr Camping”. Here you can find the top 16 in the category “Msr Camping”. 
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Msr Camping – the most important at a glance





MSR (Mountain Safety Research) camping products are known for their durability, reliability, and innovative design, making them ideal for both professional mountaineers and casual campers. The product line includes tents, stoves, cookware, water purifiers, and other essential camping gear. The tent range varies in sizes from solo to four-person dwellings, differing mainly in weight, packed size and season compatibility. MSR stoves, on the other hand, range from lightweight, ultraportable models to larger, multi-fuel options, with variations in cooking speed and fuel type. The cookware is designed for different group sizes and cooking styles, with options for lightweight backpacking pots and pans to larger, multi-piece cook sets. MSR’s water purifiers similarly differ in size and filtration speed, but all effectively eliminate waterborne bacteria and parasites, offering safe hydration while camping.




Bestsellers in “Msr Camping”




A list of bestsellers under the category “Msr Camping” you can find here. Here you can see which products other users have bought especially often. 
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            MSR PocketRocket 2 Ultralight Camping and Backpacking Mini Stove Kit        
        
            	An ultra-compact cook-and-eat stove kit for minimalist solo backpackers
	Boils 1 liter of water in just 3.5 minutes
	Pot’s insulated grip allows it to serve as an eating and drinking vessel; pot lid doubles as a strainer; bowl is hot- and cold-safe
	Includes PocketRocket 2 stove, .75-liter aluminum pot, 16-ounce bowl, clear lid with straining ports, ultralight mini pot lifter, stuff sack
	Ultralight kit weighs just 9.9 ounces, and packs down to 4 x 4 x 5 inches; manufacturer’s 3-year limited warranty
	English (Publication Language)
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            MSR Alpine Dish Brush / Scraper , Red        
        
            	Ergonomic rubber grip and edge radius to match most cookware bevels
	Custom formed handle doubles as a scraper
	Stiff-bristled brush for tougher cleaning jobs
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            MSR Alpine Camping Salt and Pepper Shaker        
        
            	A tough, BPA-free chamber with center divider accommodates two different spices, and rubber gaskets on all openings keep moisture at bay.
	Weight: .3 oz
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            MSR Pika Hard-Anodized Aluminum Camping Teapot, Black        
        
            	Ultralight, compact, easy-clean, and durable camping kettle with a one liter capacity
	Precise-pour spout dispenses thick column of water that’s easy to direct for coffee, tea and water-based meals
	Lid stays secured when pouring but lifts off easily when teapot is upright
	Conveniently stows a PocketRocket 2 stove with case or PocketRocket Deluxe stove, plus coffee or tea ingredients
	Weighs 5.2 ounces with a height of 3.5 inches and width of 5.5 inches
	English (Publication Language)
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            MSR Alpine Stainless Steel Stowaway Camping Pot, 1.6 L        
        
            	Stainless steel construction is incredibly strong and offers the ultimate in durability
	Great for storing camping gear and supplies when not cooking
	Hinged, easy-lift handle flips over the fitted lid to lock it in place
	Lightweight at just 19.5 oz (550 g)
	Measures 7.2 x 4 in (18.3 x 10.2 cm)
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            MSR Titan Ultralight Titanium Camping Cup        
        
            	The Titan Cup is a versatile piece of camping equipment—the perfect compliment to an existing camping cookset or an ultralight pot for true minimalists
	Titan Cup can fit an MSR PocketRocket 2 or Deluxe stove inside and nests neatly into the 900mL Titan Kettle (all items sold separately)
	Included Silicone lip saver band makes it easier and safer to drink hot liquids, plus it is removable for cleaning or when you want to save a few grams
	Silicone-coated handles make the cup easier to hold and fold flat for easy storage
	Internal graduation marks provide easy measuring in ounces and milliliters
	450mL capacity and weighs an ultralight 2.4 oz (68 g)
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            MSR Alpine Camping Utensil Set,Black        
        
            	Utensil set includes folding spatula, spoon, and strainer/cheese grater
	All tools fold in half with a simple squeeze of the handle
	Spoon includes calibration marks for common measurements
	Spatula includes serrated edge that cuts soft meats and cheeses easily
	Strainer/Grater has a curved ridge to fit most pots while holes also function as a cheese grater
	Entire set is lightweight at just 3 oz (85 g)

        

    


    

        
            
                            $19.95
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            MSR Alpine Deluxe Kitchen Set , Red/Black        
        
            	MSR's most comprehensive set of tools for outdoor cooking with a deluxe carry case
	Made of 100% BPA-free materials
	Includes zippered, semi-rigid case with two large, zippered mesh pockets for maximum versatility
	Includes alpine folding utensil set, salt and pepper shaker, dish brush/scraper, kitchen knife, PackTowl dish towel, deluxe cutting board, 2 squeeze bottles, and bottle opener/corkscrew
	Set weighs 1 lbs 7 oz (640 g) and measures 7 x 3 x 9.5 in (17.8 x 7.6 x 24.1 cm) packed

        

    


    

        
            
                            $67.32
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            RANDDER Propane to Butane Adapter Camping Stove Adapter Gas Converter 16 oz Propane Tank Input EN417 Valve Output Camp Fuel Refill Adapter for Outdoor Backpack Hiking (Dark Green X 1 Pack)        
        
            	ONE ADAPTER FOR EVERYTHING - Use Easy-to-Find and Larger Inexpensive Green Propane Canisters as Fuel for Different Portable Stoves, Mini/Compact Butane Stoves, Camp Stove/Hiking Burner, Gas Heater, Gas Lanterns and Propane Appliances.
	BUILT TO LAST - The Propane Canister Adapter Crafted from Aluminum Alloy and Copper. Rugged Construction. Well-machined and Not Cheap Looking. Works for Camping On-the-Go for Years to Come.
	HANDY FEATURES - Doesn't Leak and Dependable. AUTO-OFF when not connected. The Adapter Is Trusted By The Worlds Leading Campers. Great for Backpacking and Car Camping Trips.
	SIMPLE TO USE - Use for Refill Propane Tanks. A Real Money Saver Adapter. Easy to Attach to One Pound Propane Tanks and No Leaking. Perfectly Converts Your Stove for Use On a Standard Propane Cylinder. Portable & Lightweight.
	CUSTOMER SATISFACTION. Great gift for campers. A great portable backup fuel canister convertor. Suit for cooking outdoors, ice fishing. Feel free to message us through “contact sellers” if products don’t meet your expectations. The adventure start at Render Store!
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            MSR Alpine Stainless Steel Camping Plate, Silver        
        
            	Versatile, lightweight, and strong
	Made of dent-resistant 18-10 stainless steel
	Nests with MSR's two- and three-liter pots
	Weighs just 4.4 ounces /Diameter: 19cm (7.5in)
	Includes limited lifetime manufacturer's warranty, made in Thailand
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            MSR PocketRocket 2 Ultralight Camping and Backpacking Mini Stove Kit        
        
            	An ultra-compact cook-and-eat stove kit for minimalist solo backpackers
	Boils 1 liter of water in just 3.5 minutes
	Pot’s insulated grip allows it to serve as an eating and drinking vessel; pot lid doubles as a strainer; bowl is hot- and cold-safe
	Includes PocketRocket 2 stove, .75-liter aluminum pot, 16-ounce bowl, clear lid with straining ports, ultralight mini pot lifter, stuff sack
	Ultralight kit weighs just 9.9 ounces, and packs down to 4 x 4 x 5 inches; manufacturer’s 3-year limited warranty
	English (Publication Language)

        

    


    

        
                                                        
                            $98.99
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Current offers for “Msr Camping”




You want to buy the best products in “Msr Camping”? In this bestseller list you will find new offers every day. Here you will find a large selection of current products in the category “Msr Camping”.
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            MSR PocketRocket 2 Ultralight Camping and Backpacking Mini Stove Kit
            
                An ultra-compact cook-and-eat stove kit for minimalist solo backpackers; Boils 1 liter of water in just 3.5 minutes            

            
                
                                                                        
                                    $98.99
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            MSR Pika Hard-Anodized Aluminum Camping Teapot, Black
            
                Ultralight, compact, easy-clean, and durable camping kettle with a one liter capacity; Lid stays secured when pouring but lifts off easily when teapot is upright            

            
                
                                                                        
                                    $23.34
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            MSR WhisperLite International Compact Multi-Fuel Camping and Backpacking Stove
            
                Compact design folds small and fits inside most MSR pots; Made in the USA. Minimum weight 11.2 oz (0.32 kg). Size 4 in W x 4 in L x 6 in H            

            
                
                                                                        
                                    $149.70
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            MSR Groundhog Tent Stake Kit, 6-Pack, Regular - 7.5-Inch , Red
            
                Notch at top for securing guy lines; attached reflective pull loop allows for easy removal            

            
                
                                                                        
                                    $19.99
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